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HMAS Anzac sailors
Able Seaman Aviation
Technician Avionics
Jacob Williams (left)
and Able Seaman Avi-
ation Technician Air-
craft Elliot Dearman
support each other in
a MH-60R Seahawk’s
down wash during fly-
ing station, as a part of
Indo-Pacific Endeav-
our 2022..(Navy im-
age)✈

Welcome to this first edi-
tion of 2023. I’ve been in
the land of the Long

White Cloud for most of December and early Janu-
ary, so its a little abbreviated. Having said that, I
think there’s enough to keep everyone interested
though, so enjoy!
Being the Editor of what is essentially a Fleet Air
Arm Magazine carries its challenges, particularly
as our FAA is small. Its very easy to run out of sto-
ries that have not already been told, which is an
contradiction as theremust be amillion of them out
there. So, if you are reading this, please, please -
chip in with a letter or a few paragraphs about an
experience that you remember, or a photograph of
interest. Simply send it here.
The purpose of this magazine is to draw together
the FAA community, and stories other than aviation
ones can do that just as effectively - so if you read
something you think might interest your mates,
send it in (or the link) and I’ll have a look at it.
On the housekeeping side of things, our member-
ship continues to decline slowly so please don’t
forget to renew your subscription. We really need
your support to help keep the Association viable,
and enable it to help other veterans. Payment de-

tails are on the last page of this edition.
We continue to look for a newEditor for ‘Slipstream’
magazine too - my adverts in previous editions
turned up blank. It’s not a difficult job and brings
great rewards, so contact me if you have even a
vague interest, and I can give you more informa-
tion to assist your decision.
There are two items I want to draw to your particu-
lar attention in this edition - the appointment of our
new Welfare officer, John Macartney, and the
publication of Toz Dadswell’s new book. Please
seen details on page 8.
Finally may I also take this opportunity to wish you
all the very best for the New Year, wherever you
may be. As most of our membership are of ad-
vancing years, may 2023 be a healthy one for us
all too.
Until next time.
Marcus Peake✈

by Marcus Peake, Editor “FlyBy’ & Webmaster FAAAA

1977 2023

Dear Editor,
Thanks for your continuing efforts in the publishing of
FlyBy Magazine. I only became aware of the maga-
zine this time last year and have enjoyed reading it -
in particular those stories in the period 1971 through
to 1983, my own time of service.
The article by Geoff Ledger on the Navy’s involve-
ment in the United Nations Emergency Force II,
has prompted me to write to you.
The picture ofWayne (Strop) Schofield and the text
describing it is incorrect.
The Monika, “Captain Death” belonged to Squadron

Leader (Pilot), Alan Adamson. (Not sure of the cor-
rect surname spelling here?)
Al Adamson was a two tour Vietnam pilot who liked to
fly the “exciting” way and flew on, or very near the lim-
its of the helicopter and quite possibly his own abilities
on many occasions. I was Al’s “Flight Fitter A” for a
great many flights and he could really turn the Huey
inside out and loved to surprise first time co-pilots with
simulated "engine off" descents from over the Egyp-
tian Limited Forces Zone (3,000 ft) down to our oper-
ating ceiling in the UN Zone of 50 feet.
Al’s flying style often put him at “odds” with Geoff
Ledger, who was the Qualified Helicopter Instructor
(QHI) and who believed a more controlled and less
risky flight was better for all concerned. Geoff Ledger
of course a few years later was to display exceptional
flying skills in a daring rescue in Singapore, but that
story is best left to Geoff to tell, should he desire.
But back to the shot up Huey window. It was custom-
ary for those about to go home to greet their replace-
ments or the new guys on their arrival at the “Elgala”

Airbase. The Hercules loading ramp would lower, and
the newbies first impression was a burst of searing
heat and a somewhat tongue in cheek greeting. If you
read the sign on the shot up Huey window, you’ll un-
derstand.
Just to verify my own recollections, l contacted Roger
Purdie (LAC Instruments, Flight Fitter B) a couple of
nights ago and Roger confirmed my opinion that Al
Adamson was called “Captain Death.”Billy Huntress
and I were both in Ismailia at the same time, and he
may offer further clarity here?
Side Note:Wayne Schofield, Roger Purdie and my-
self (Les Bould, LSATA) all went together to Ismailia
on the same flight in early April 1978. We took our
leave together and were firm buddies. Wayne and
Roger went home after their six months tour ended
and I stayed a further three months for my replace-
ment.
I appreciate that all this is now forty three plus years
ago and individual's recollections of events, may be a
little fuzzy?
In that light, I will understand if a correction is not pub-
lished - especially as Wayne Schofield is no longer
with us and I doubt his family read FlyBy. He died in a
helicopter crash in Queensland some five or six years
ago. He worked for a Defence Contractor and was
killed on the job.
Al Adamson went on to work for the NSW National
Parks Service as a pilot and was lucky to survive a
fatal helicopter crash. I don’t remember what year this
was.
The story by Greg Morris ends with :
“I was also very lucky to have LEUT Geoff Ledger as
my “DO” duringmy deployment, or SNOCAas hewas
affectionally known as...Senior Naval Officer in Ara-
bia, and co-author of this article.”
This must be a typo? Greg’s story starts out in 1977
and says his SNO was Geoff Vidal. Greg Morris and
Geoff Vidal had already returned to Australia before
Geoff Ledger arrived in Egypt for his deployment.
Yours sincerely, Les Bould
PS: The bearded guy driving the fork lift unloading the
pallet of beer from the Hercules in the other photo is
me (see FlyBy No.64 Dec22 page 17).✈

Dear Editor,
An idle history
question. Can
you tell me what
reasoning was
behind the
change in colour
scheme of our A-
4s from the original gull grey/white to the disruptive
pattern, so-called "aggressor" scheme of their late
days in Australian service please?
Many thanks, David Collingridge
By Editor. Can anyone help? Email your thoughts to
me here.✈

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Dear Editor,
Further to the short article in the December issue on
the loss of Skyhawk 886 overboard off Newcastle, I
can provide some context as to the operations
planned for that day prior to the aircraft loss and re-
markable rescue of AB Krenn.
I was Senior Pilot of VF805 at the time and was flight
leader of a dawn strike planned against RAAF
Williamtown that morning. As I recall it was a 3 or 4
aircraft launch with myself, Kevin Finan, and I think
Murray Coppins and/or Alan Clark.
We briefed about 5.00am and the met brief included
the risk of a severe depression forming in our vicinity
about 150nm east of Newcastle with very high seas
and gale force winds. Given a high likelihood that if we
did launch we would not be able to recover on board,
our planned diversion was Nowra some 250nm to the
south. This meant our bingo fuel requirement was
quite high and we would have limited time for holding
or making approaches if conditions deteriorated.
As we went up on deck to man the aircraft I became a
bit concerned as even going downwind the waves
were large with breaking rollers. I went up to Flyco
and expressed my concerns about manning the air-
craft in the conditions and that if we did launch it could
result in the aircraft diverting to Nowra. The decision
wasmade that we wouldman the aircraft astern of the
island and turn into wind to assess the conditions be-
fore starting the aircraft. We had 886 as the spare up
forward in case one of the aircraft went unserviceable.
The manned aircraft were to remain double chained
on each side until the ship was steady into wind.
As the ship turned to starboard a huge wave broke
over the port bow and as noted in the earlier article
the shipped rolled about 20 degrees to starboard (I
think the critical roll angle was about 23 degrees for
Melbourne). We were behind the island so did not see
886 go over the side but saw the aircraft floating in the
sea as it passed down the starboard side before sink-
ing.

Dear Editor,

With the passing of LEUT Ron Gent RN last month, a
couple of wonderful photos came to light including this
one (on the right), taken on the flight deck of HMAS
MELBOURNE in June 1967. That day most of these
people (excluding Ron) were advised that they would
form the first contingent of the RAN Helicopter Flight
Vietnam and as such this photo is quite a piece of
history. I wasn’t then on 817SQN but as I knew most
of the people at one time or another, getting a bit of
help along the way, I put the names together for
posterity.
Standing, (L>R) are: Wayne Kimpton (HFV 3), Staff
Lowe (HFV 1 Eng Officer and Pilot), Guy Cooper
(HFV 3), Tony Casadio (HFV 1 & KIAAug 1968), Jim
Firth, Jeff Dalgleish (HFV 1), then behind Zork
Rohrsheim’s L shoulder is Tony Hill (9SQN DET),
further back Ivan Misfeld (HFV 2), and on Hill’s left is
Bruce Crawford (HFV 1), John Leake (HFV 1 and an
amazing prang from 1500’ via a broken pitch change
rod), behind Leake’s L shoulder Vic Battese (Pat
Vickers’ replacement – HFV 1), Gordon Edgecombe
(HFV 1), far back Mike Bayliss (HFV 2), John Wilkie,

Needless to say the launch was cancelled.
I was very concerned for the safety of the aircraft han-
dler riding the brakes as the seas were extremely
large and turbulent. There was no Pedro (SAR heli-
copter) because of the conditions and HMAS Hobart
was the rescue destroyer but I knew there was noway
they could launch a boat in the prevailing sea condi-
tions.
I was relieved and amazed to hear that a diver had
entered the water and carried out such a brave and
rapid rescue. I’m not sure if AB Lang the rescue diver
received an award for his bravery but he certainly de-
served one.
Regards, Keith Johnson.✈

Ron Gent Passes Away
Ron Gent ex-LEUT (O) RN died on 30 November 2022 aged around 86
after a month in hospital with an infection. Ron served on exchange with
817 Sqn (Wessex) between 1966-68 and for a period Senior Observer.
After returning to the UK he was posted as Operations Officer of HMS
Bulwark. His heart was back in Australia so he resigned from the RN and
migrated in 1972. He lived in Adelaide for a period before moving to
Perth. At the time, he was told there were no positions available in the
RAN for Observers. Unfortunately, Ron never followed it up in later years.
He was well known in the RN/RAN for his cartoons and for the past three

years contributed to Slipstream. Many in the FAA of that era would remember him.
His friends advise his funeral will be held later this month, as they are organising it and will
be away in the meantime.
Ron was, if you will excuse the pun, an absolute Gent. He was always ready to help and
was a strong supporter of the FAAAA. He will be sadly missed. ✈

and on the far right standing is LEUT John Nicoll and last
R is LS Roy Coulter.
In the centre row are L>R: Jim Buchanan (HFV4), Pat
Vickers (HFV 1 and KIA FEB 68), Zork Rohrsheim (OIC
HFV 2 and a good friend of Vickers), Alun Ap Hugh
Evans (CO 817), Ron Gent, Carl Daley, and Bob Ray
(HFV 2).
On the Aircrewmen, kneeling L>R: Terry Benningfield,
Joe Kroeger, ”Squizzy” Taylor (not of the HFV), Jeff
McIntyre (HFV 1, Amazing close shave with an AK47
round going in the front side of his helmet and coming
out 180DEG the other way!), PO O’B CI Phillips (HFV 1
KIA with AA Casadio), Max McLure, “Lofty” Yalema,
Gordon Burke, Terry brooks (HFV 1, two or three times
shot down but not the only one by a huge margin; most
had that occur!)
There are dozens of stories that could be told about
these men: incredible bravery, and much sadness with
the deaths of Pat Vickers,
Tony Casadio and Darky
Phillips.
Sincerely, Max Speedy
PS: On Leading Seaman
Squizzy Taylor (front 3rd Left),
National Archives has only
two Taylors in the RAN in the
1960s – Keith Taylor (HFV 1)
tells me he isn’t in the photo
and the other Taylor was
discharged in 1964. Can
anyone help confirm the
identify of this person?✈

FLYING
STATIONS II

THE ROYAL
AUSTRALIAN NAVY’S

FLEET AIR ARM
1998–2022

Flying Stations II is a chronology of the last quarter-
centuryof Australian FleetAir Arm activitiesand events

from 1998until 2022. Publishedto commemoratethe75th
anniversaryof the founding of the FAA on 3 July 2022, it
follows the original 1998 volume of Flying Stations which
chronicled thefirst 50yearsof the FAA.

Thestory of Australian navalaviation is a proud and unique
one.Flying StationsII capturesthe activities andethosof the
manyhard-workingmenandwomencontinuing thetradition
of theFAA to thepresentday.

More than 170 evocativeand dramatic photographs, drawn
from a wide range of sources, complement the text and
contribute to thisbook’sstrong visualappeal.

Flying StationsII is a chronology of the last quarter-
century of Australian Fleet Air Arm activities and

eventsfrom 1998until 2022. Publishedto commemorate
the 75th anniversaryof the founding of the FAA on 3 July
2022,it followsthe original 1998volumeofFlyingStations
which chronicled thefirst 50yearsoftheFAA.

Theperiod 1998–2022 sawmuch expansionand activity
within the FAA, including the welcomereturn of large
flight deckstotheRAN in the form of theLHDs HMAS
CanberraandAdelaide. A long-time FAA workhorse, the
SeaKing,wasretired while newfleetsof MRH-90 Taipans
andMH-60R Seahawkswereintroduced.HMASAlbatross
alsowelcomedADFhelicopter trainingoperationswith the
Eurocopter EC-135T2+ which replacedthe long-serving
AS350BSquirrels.

TheFAA alsosawits shareof challengesduring this time.
The ill-fated Seaspriteacquisition resulted in a litany of
failuresbeforetheprogram wascancelledin 2008.Thecrash
of SeaKing Shark02 in Indonesia in 2005wasatraumatic
event that sawthe lossnine lives. The subsequentinquiry
identified seriousshortcomings in FAA maintenanceand
operational practices which subsequently led to much
neededorganisational andcultural change.

Asapointer to futuredirections, 822XSquadronwasformed
in 2018asanUnmannedAerial Vehicledevelopmentunit.

Thestory ofAustralian navalaviation isaproud andunique
one.Flying StationsII capturesthe activities and ethosof
the manyhard-working men andwomen continuing the
tradition of theFAA to the presentday.
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EDITED BY
LCDR DESMOND WOODS, RAN

Lieut enant Commander DesmondWoods, OAM
RAN, was commissioned in 1974 into the RNZN.

Subsequentlyhe servedin the RN, the British Army and the
RAN in education,mediaandpublic relationsroles.

From 2002–2008 he taught at the Royal Australian Naval
College, and in 2010 he ran the Chief of Defence Force’s
International Counterinsurgencyconference.In2013hewason
theorganisingstaff of the International FleetReviewin Sydney
prior to joining Chief of Navy’spersonal staff asa Research
Officer. A regular presenterto the Naval Historical Society,
in 2018 he wasappointed as the Chief of Navy’s inaugural
BereavementLiaisonOfficer.

Desmondis along servingCouncillor of theAustralian Naval
Institute andthe AustralianInstitute for International Affairs
(ACT) andis aregularcontributor of navalarticlesandbook
reviewstoAustralianandinternational navalhistorical journals.

In 2022 hewasawardedtheMedal of theOrder of Australia
(OAM) for his servicesto RAN and navalveterans’bereaved
families. HMASWarramunga'sembarked MH-60R helicopter, Sabertooth,

conductsfree-deck landingsand recoveriesduringAUSINDEX 21.

Buying Flying
Stations II
Flying Stations II is still
hot off the press and
continues the story of
the FAA over the last 20
years or so, including
many anecdotes and
memories.
You can buy your copy as follows:
• Online through Avonmore Books here.
• At The Navy’s Anchorage Shop at the FAAM
• By emailing here. ✈

REST IN PEACE
Since the last edition of FlyBy
we have been advised that the
following people have
Crossed the Bar:
Ron Gent, Robert (Bob)
Bryce, William (Bill) Lindon, Harold Hurren,

Hans Reinhaedt
You can find further details by clicking on the image

of the candle. ✈

https://avonmorebooks.com.au/?page=3&id=165
mailto:merchandise@thenavysanchorage.com.au
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
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general interest article

Designed to allow
the tallest sail-
ing ship or

ocean liner to pass un-
der its span the gap of 49
meters below the Sydney Harbour Bridge has often
proved irresistible to pilots. A full year before its official
opening in March 1932 two light aircraft of the Aero Club
of New South Wales flew under the uncompleted road-
way.
Five new Wessex 31As of 817 Squadron, returning from
exercises embarked on Melbourne, flew under the
Bridge in September 1963, just one episode in a long line
of military aircraft performing the feat. The largest forma-
tion to go under was a tri-service one of thirty-four heli-
copters ten years later, in August 1973, to celebrate the
opening of the Sydney Opera House. 723, 725 and 817
Squadrons all contributed to the deed.
Not all the flights are well documented but there were a
plethora of incidents in the years of World War Two.
Hardly surprising when daring and aggressive flying
were a perquisite for successful operational service. Sec-
ond Lieutenant Frank Stiertz of the 7th Pursuit Squadron
was grounded for two weeks when he flew his Kittyhawk
fighter underneath the Bridge in February 1942. Two
more Kittyhawks were copycats in early May.
The Dutch East Indies airline had evacuated eleven of
their passenger aircraft to Australia ahead of the Japa-
nese onslaught. Unhappy at the aircrafts forced sale to
the US armed services a ‘Test Flight’ was flown on 14
May. The fifty passengers even included kitchen staff
from the airport restaurant. Flying a DC-2, DC-3 and
DC-5 in line astern from Sydney Heads Captains’ Van
Breeman, Deenik and Rab flew under the Bridge, made
a wide turn and flew under it again before returning to
Kingsford Smith Airport.
In early 1943 Captain Slingsby flew his B-17 Flying
Fortress under the span. Not much later, when a flight of
Wirraways from 24 Squadron were conducting a leaflet
drop over the city, Flying Officer Geoffrey Stevenson
could not resist a detour. One of his flight pulled up at the
last second and just managed to clear the top of the
arch. Stevenson appears to have escaped serious cen-
sure from his Commanding Officer, as did Flight Lieu-
tenant Peter Isaacson. Flying Lancaster ‘Q’ Queenie in
October 1943 Peter was raising funds for a War Loan
when he decided to go under rather than over. The
newspaper headlines proclaiming “He did it for the £ib-
erty £oan!” apparently provided sufficient top cover.
There is some mention in the historical record that three
Vengeances from 21 Squadron flew under the Bridge in

May 1944 and, in 1945, two Mosquitoes of 94
Squadron led by Flight Lieutenant Lyall ‘Ding’ Bell also
failed to resist the urge.
During the jubilant celebrations and associated flights
of Victory Pacific Day, on 15 August 1945, the Admiral
signalled the British Pacific Fleet that any pilots flying
under the Harbour Bridge would be court-martialled.
Lieutenant Commander Robert ‘Bobby’ Bradshaw
promptly led a flight of Avengers from his Squadron at
Nabthorpe/Naval Air Station Schofields through the
gap, while apparently giving a version of a ‘V for Victory’
sign.
With the almost immediate departure of the fleet to
repatriate Prisoners-of-War and re-occupy British Terri-
tory, Bobby, back at Schofields, avoided the threat-
ened court-martial. He was, however, posted away
from 706 squadron only two weeks later having flown
almost continuously throughout the last five years of
the war.
When a formal Victory Flypast of 70 aircraft from
seven Fleet Air Arm Squadrons was flown on Mon-
day, 12 November 1945, no-one deviated from the
planned track OVER the Sydney Harbour Bridge. ✈

here

BY Graeme Lunn

‘...and the ‘happy New Year Sir’was your second major blunder’ TUGG

The previous Order (51) has been received back
from the Foundry and plaques are being
manufactured for the following people:

Hart J.M.W. O 2473 LEUT (P) Mar65-Mar70
Shipp N.E. R 59629 LACM Jan63-May69
Huelin A.J. O 2271 ASLT (P) Jul66-Jan69
Casadio A.A. O 2361 LEUT (P) Aug64-Aug68
Phillips O’B.C.I. R 56859 POACMMar60-Aug68
Newbery I.R. O 106919 CMDR Jan71-Aug98
Baker A.R. O 59983 CMDR Apr63 - Apr91
Zeman K. S 127830 ABATWL Nov79 - Jul87

Order No. 52 is now open for new applications.
For those that don’t know, the Wall of Service is a
way to preserve your name and details of your Fleet
Air Arm Service in perpetuity, by means of a bronze
plaque mounted on a custom-built wall just outside
the FAA museum. The plaque has your name and

brief details on it (see background to photo
above).
There are over 1000 names on the Wall to date
and, as far as we know, it is a unique facility
unmatched anywhere else in the world. It is a
really great way to have your service recorded.
It is easy to apply for a plaque and the cost is
reasonable. Simply click here for all details, and
for the application form. ✈

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/the-faa-wall-of-service/wall-of-service-general-information/
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This month’s Mystery Photo may test the memory
cells a bit but it certainly happened in the lifetime
of most of our readers.
It shows an RAN Iroquois airborne in what
appears to be a somewhat hostile environment.
Can you tell the Editor where and when it was
taken? Email him here. ✈

THIS MONTH’S
MYSTERY

PHOTO
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We asked readers to help identify the names of people in this picture, taken around 1990, perhaps in
Hawaii. Greg Morris, Jamie Edwards and Andrew Roach responded - thank you. Names given
were: [1] Dave (Doc) Doherty [2] Bill Peters [3] Henry Sweetland [4] Ian “Skills” Daley [5] Mick Cleasby
[6] Rod “Snog” Walsh or Mick Cleasby? [7] Dale "Butch” Butcher and [8] Barry Trapp . Any further
comments are welcome. Email the Editor here. ✈

TOZ DADSWELL’s NEW
BOOK
When Toz Dadswell retired from the RAN
he stated that he had two aims left in life.
One was to find gold and the other to write
a book. Gold nuggets were hard to find so
the book became the focus. In 2015 he
published “The Two Days in Your Life”.

This was a novel based on the WW1
diaries kept by his father. The story
followed the life of a signaller in the
trenches of the Western Front. It is a
moving story of bravery, mateship, loyalty, and love
together with treachery and vindictiveness. In the final
chapter, the two villains in the story are killed at the
Army Headquarters in Corbie, France, on 11th

November 1918. Why?

This ending left the reader in the dark as to who was
responsible for the deaths. After much prompting Toz
agreed to write the sequel and reveal what did happen
at Army Headquarters that day.

Originally it was intended that the sequel would be a
stand alone book but the publishers advised that as it
was only a short account and followed very closely on
the previous story the sequel should be incorporated
into the original book and published as one, “Justice in
a Hurry”

So if you want to read an absorbing account of the trials and tribulations of a young man serving on the
Western Front during WW1, “Justice in a Hurry” is available in both print and eBook. Go to Toz’s website
“www.tozdadswell.com” and follow the prompts. ✈

A FEWWORDS FROM OUR NEWWELFARE OFFICER
Happy New Year everyone!

I’m John (Mac) Macartney and I’ve put my hand up to become the National Welfare
Officer for our association. I won’t personally do your claims or provide you with advice,
but I will try to point you in the right direction for you to receive the assistance/support you
require. This also includes hospital visits etc.

I was a Xtal Cracker between 1961 and 1973 with most of my time on 723 Sqn with time
also on 816, HFV and PTA. Post RAN I had a whole variety of job ranging from chasing
satellites with the Smithsonian’s laser to a Communication and Gas Monitoring Officer at
an underground coal mine.

After retiring I started off as a Welfare Officer with VVAA in Bunderberg QLD and worked my way through to
being a Level 3 Advocate at VVAA and the Bundy RSL. I also became involved with men’s health with DVA and
became a Men’s Health Peer Education(MHPE) volunteer in both QLD and NSW, becoming the State
Representative at National level. Currently I have completed 15 years in the role and have been the NSW/ACT
State Rep for about the last six years.

My contact details:
John Macartney, 14 Joel Drive, Old Bar NSW 2430 Phone: 0427 787 296 Email: jrmaca@bigpond.com
Please keep my details in a safe place where you or your family can contact me.

Yours Aye. Mac.✈

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Ismailia

Geoff Vidal

By the time I arrived in Ismailia in late June 1977 to
begin a six month posting to UNEF II (Second
United Nations Emergency Force), I was fairly

well versed in flying with the RAAF. In addition to pilot’s
course with the RAAF, I had served with 9 SQN RAAF
in Vietnam and I had just completed a posting as SNO
instructing RAN and RAAF pilots converting to heli-
copters at 5 SQN RAAF Fairbairn. Serving with me in
UNEF II were pilots who had been with me on pilot’s
course and /or with me in Vietnam. There were also
some younger pilots that I had taught to fly helicopters.
Four of the five UH1H Iroquois the RAAF had painted
in UN white for the role in the Middle East were air-
frames I had flown in Vietnam.
My familiarity with RAAF people, procedures and air-
craft was not shared by the other two RAN personnel
on this first deployment of Navy to the Middle East. Ini-
tially, the RAAF were very wary of having a Navy main-
tainer and a Navy air crewman working with them.
However, the skill and professionalism of Greg Morris
and Ron Macklin was quickly recognised and their con-
tributions to the contingent were greatly appreciated. It
was a real privilege for me to serve with these two ex-
cellent ambassadors for the FAA. Ron Macklin was a
hero when he prevented what could have been a major
incident one night when he discovered and dealt with a
smouldering fire caused by someone falling asleep
while smoking. Greg Morris was also a hero in “skilful
and energetic socialising” and activity planning.
Operations supporting the UN were fairly straight for-
ward as far as flying in a hot and sandy environment
went. However, great care with air defence clearances

Part 2
By Geoff Vidal and Bill Huntriss

was needed in flying across boundaries chock full of
radar guided weapons manned by tense Egyptian and
Israeli soldiers. Good diplomatic skills were also
needed working under the overall command of Indone-
sian Major General Rias Abin who had a rather difficult
Canadian as second in command.
The UNEF II consisted of four Infantry Battalions
(Swedish, Ghanaian, Indonesian and Finnish) and two
support Battalions (Canadian for light logistics and Pol-
ish for heavy logistics). Our main activity was to carry
Infantry patrols on surveillance missions up and down
the Sinai desert paying particular attention to the not-
very-well-marked northern boundary between the de-
militarised zone and Israel.
Most patrols included officers from the UNTSO (United
Nations Truce Supervision Organisation) who came
from over twenty countries including Argentina, Ireland,

BOURNE on the trip up top in 1970 and I was the ship’s
postie”.
Often in downtown Ismailia I would encounter old
Egyptians who spoke of being friends with some of the
many Australian soldiers who camped near Lake Tim-
sah after the Gallipoli campaign in WW I before head-
ing off to fight in France. The Australians were remem-
bered fondly and I would wonder if these Egyptians had
met my grandfather who spent about six months there
in 1916 on his way to the Western Front in France.
A particularly memorable moment for me was one af-
ternoon in a souk (market) in Cairo when it went from
rowdy and chaotic to still and absolutely silent in an in-
stant. I was expecting something nasty like a bombwas
coming but it turned out to be President Anwar Sadat
announcing on all the little black and white TVs in the
souk that he had just come back from a secret visit to
Israel and a peace agreement had been signed. A two

year long process had begun to withdraw all Israeli
forces from the Sinai and hand it all back to Egypt. That
would make UNEF II redundant in 1979.
In 2010, I took my wife, Carol, to see where I had been
while she was left home with two little kids for six
months (in the tougher days before emails and

Facetime made instant contact possible).
Our accommodation in 1977, the Sinai
Palace Hotel, which was very run down
then (I had green stalactites of slime in

Britain, Russia, Australia and
Canada. We flew over literally
thousands of landmines seen
stretching in rows across the
desert as the sand shifted in
the frequent strong winds.
Support missions such as lift-
ing a large radio tower onto a concrete base were a
welcome change. Occasional Medivacs were also car-
ried out. However, these were difficult to implement
quickly due to the protracted arrangements necessary
to gain the required air defence clearance to cross the
heavily defended skies above the Suez Canal which lay
between Ismailia airfield and UN forces in the Sinai
Greg “Seaweed” Morris has mentioned in the previous
edition of ‘FlyBy’ many of the things which made this a
very memorable posting. I would add that a highlight for
mewas leave in Cyprus. I was flown over in a Canadian
Buffalo aircraft (best described as a jet powered Cari-
bou). I was having a few beers with one of the Aus-
tralian Federal Policemen serving with the UN in
Cyprus when he suddenly said “I know you!” Wonder-
ing what past offence had caught up with me, I was
relieved when he continued “you were a Subby in MEL-

Ismailia in the 70s, with Lake
Timsar adjacent and the Suez
Canal in the foreground. The
wide boulevard in the centre of
the photo is actually the
‘Sweetwater Canal’, bringing
fresh water from the Nile with
parkland strips on either side.
The Sinai Palace Hotel is be-
tween the far end of the canal
and the lake. The airfield is just
visible in the upper desert
patch, with the single runway
just west of the town.

heritage piece
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The techos’ work space for our 4 UN white Iroquois
UH1Hs. The hangar was Canadian controlled and
nearby Air Traffic Control was effected by Egyptian
military, who managed air defence clearances and
airfield control on VHF. The Unit worked with Israeli
Army on UHF, UNEF Infantry on VHF FM and UN
operations on HF, so the radio work was sometimes a
bit frantic.(Martin Holland). ✈

REFLECTIONS OF A FLIGHT FITTER
Bill Huntriss
1. RAAF FAIRBAIRN
In early 1977 I responded to a signal looking for
volunteers from the ATC branch to transfer to the RAAF
for training and deployment to Ismailia to carry out
peace keeping duties in the Sinai. The signal stated an
AB or Leading Seaman could apply. After consultation
with my family I decided to put my name forward, and
as far as I am aware Darryl Nowak was the only other
volunteer. He was single and living on board and I was
married, so I thought I’d have no chance…a few weeks
later I found myself standing in front of my new
Engineering Officer, (ENGO), Max Page at 5 Sqdn,
based in Fairbairn, Canberra.
His first observation was that somehow either Navy or
RAAF had got the dates wrong for my joining 5 Sqdn,
as I was six months too early...and what did I want to
do? My decision didn’t take long, and so began a very
satisfying and worthwhile period of my career.
I was indoctrinated into the RADTECH branch and was
welcomed into their group. I lived in my own “donga” on
base and settled into a life of work in the hangar doing
black box changes under supervision. I had to wait for
my conversion course to UH1H Iroquois before being
let loose on my own. With no duties to keep, life was
good. I would commute back to Nowra for the
weekends to be with the family.
Once my conversion course was completed I became
an integral part of the maintenance crew and took my
roster at duty crew, responsible for all the daily pre
flights and after flights and it was at this stage that I was
able to get a bit more involved and started to form a
rapport with the other trades, mainly framies and
engines, (Heavy Trades). Footnote here -RADTECHs
fell into the group of “Queer Trades” in the RAAF,
although I was keen not to be stuck with this tag. By
now I was affectionally known as “Seaweed” by all.

I was soon back in the class room doing a Flight Fitter
B course, the course that Queer Traders did to be able
to do cross trade work up to C service level on
airframes and engines. A Flight Fitter (FF), is also able
to do fly-aways without having to clear lower deck of all
trades as was the case in the former years withWessex
31Bs. The RAAF system of certifying aircraft (EE500),
was so much simpler than the Navy’s TA100s.

I was in seventh heaven and had found my niche. I was
able to work alongside the “Heavy Trades” and was
soon accepted into their social group spending more
time with them than the RADTECHs. With my new
qualification of FF, it wasn’t long before I was doing
flyaways and overnighters. On these sorties I would
cruise up in the rear compartment with the crewie with
not too much to do. Once at our destination I would do
the refuelling, carry out before flight inspections for all
trades, including oil levels and security of main and tail
rotors and any other queer trade checks, and then sign
everything off ready for flight. Once flying was
completed I would carry out After Flight Inspections, tie
down themain rotor, refuel etc., and once again sign off
on all tasks. All flyaways were a great escape from the
day to day work in the hangar, and the social life was
always enjoyable.

Life continued on with working at the RAAF base and
commuting. One day the Base Guard Commander
approached me noting that I hadn’t done any base
duties apart from Squadron duty crew. He informed me
that I would have to do a duty on the main gate the
following Monday. Having done QM duties before I
thought this would be a breeze. Anyway, I returned

frommy weekend with my 1s and fronted up to the gate
at 7am and was given my instructions by the person I
was relieving… stand by the gate and salute officers as
they enter! Obviously pre 9/11 routine!
My QM instincts tuned in and I took things a step
further, and as each car approached the gate I made
them stop and produce their ID cards! I finished my
shift, went to my donga, put my overalls on and headed
down to the hangar. No sooner had I stepped over the
threshold and the ADMINO was on the blower… ”
SeaWeed to ADMIN Office”. I was duly informed that
my security checks were not appreciated, and that
from now on I would not be required to do base duties,
or attend parades!

2. ISMAILIA, EGYPT.
Finally in July 1978 it was time to embark on a RAAF
Hercules transport aircraft and depart for Egypt. It was
a comforting thought as the local Canberra temperature
was -5ºC.
The Fairbairn loadmasters had the Iroquois tucked up
in the cargo deck, rotor blade boxes stowed
underneath the Iroquois fuselage with the transmission
box under the tail boom. The next most important cargo
was the slabs of Tooheys stacked all the way aft,
leaving just enough room for us passengers on troop
seating in the remaining space between the ten-high
stack of beer and the outside aircraft frame… not too
comfortable I can inform you, especially with a four day
flight ahead of us. This event happened every 6 weeks
as the UH1H had to be rotated back to Fairbairn for a
major D service.
Overnight stopovers were at Darwin, Butterworth and
Bahrain and there was nothing for us to do except enjoy
ourselves. We all got passmarks for that!
On arrival at Ismailia, local temp 47°C, all hands were
on deck to unload the beer and helicopter. The
pressure was on to assemble the “new” aircraft, instal
the main rotor transmission and rotor
blades and ground run the aircraft
followed by a test flight to ensure
everything was in order before the Herc
was turned around with one of the four
aircraft based in AUSTAIR, Ismailia to be
returned for a D service at Fairbairn.
There were strict security arrangements
with the UN and the Egyptian
Government in regards to foreign military
aircraft flying in their airspace. RAAF
Herc pilots had to follow a strict corridor
in and out of Ismailia to ensure they didn’t
have a SAM missile follow them!
Life as a “PINKY” began.
During the week there were daily sorties
to various areas of the Sinai, so our work

Below. Billy Huntriss takes formal custody of inflatable
mascot ‘WRAN Darling’. The ritual, which was handed
down from one detachment to another, was carried out
in the bar area of Lackanooky Lodge under the watchful
eye of the current Senior Naval Officer in Charge of
Arabia, (SNOCA). Other keepers of the doll included
Les Bould and Greg Morris. As the photo shows it was
an official ceremony requiring full parade rig…which
for the navy personnel was drabs, blue hat and desert
boots. Alas WRAN Darling was eventually relegated to
the waste bin when the band aids necessary to keep her
inflated finally exceeded critical mass. (Bill Huntriss).

my “ensuite”) looked even more di-
lapidated and was boarded up. We
couldn’t get past the formidable sen-
tries guarding the airfield which is
now a major Egyptian base.
“Georges” restaurant which was
about the only civilian place to eat
away from our accommodation in
1977 is still there and provided a
pretty good meal. The roads along
the Red Sea are now fairly good and
the oil port of Abu Rudeis, where the
Finns had their base and often enter-
tained us overnight, appears to be
thriving.

load was much the same as Fairbairn, and of course
there was always duty crew to cover the ranging of the
aircraft, hanging around waiting for its return and then
putting it to bed. Duty Crew had their own Batmobile, a
small four wheel drive open jeep which was used to tow
the aircraft from the hangar to the flight line and was the
sole responsibility of the duty crew. This was made up
of a Heavy trader and a Queer trader, so we were
responsible for all movements and flight line
operations. The hardest thing to get done was to train
the Egyptian tanker drivers to arrive at the threshold
once they heard the wok wok cross the Suez
Canal…impossible! They were always asleep
somewhere, but I conned them to get there early by
promising them a Playboy magazine as a reward!!
Worked a treat. The quicker we wrapped things up on
the flight line and locked the Placky Hut (Admin Office)
and the hangar, the quicker we got to the Lackanooky
Lodge for a cold Tooheys or three.
Wednesdays were always busy in the hangar as this
was ‘C’ service day, where all trades got stuck into the
servicing, crawling over the aircraft ensuring everything
was in shipshape condition. The bonus for the Queer
Traders was that they got to do the overnighter to the
Finnish Battalion based in Southern Sinai. The Finns
were tasked with patrolling the mountain ranges in their
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Right: The United Nations
Emergency Forces’ (II) Medal,
awarded to personnel who served
in that theatre. ✈
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The Navy Teams in the Middle East

The following FAA members served in UNEF II and were
awarded the Australian ServiceMedal (1975) with clasp ‘Mid-
dle East’:
POA Ron Macklin - June – Dec 1977
ABATW (E) Greg Morris - June – Dec 1977
LCDR (P) Geoff Vidal - June – Dec 1977
ABATA Bernie Gelston - Oct 77 – April 1978
LEUT (P) Ron Lawrence - Dec 77 – June 1978
ABATAWally Vink - March – Sep 1978
POA Joe Pollard - May 78 – Jan 1979
LSATA Les Bould - April 78 – Jan 1979
LEUT (P) Geoff Ledger - June – Dec 1978
LSATC Bill Huntriss - June – Jan 1979
LEUT (P) John Edwards - Nov 78 – April 1979
LSATA Rick Serafin - Dec 78 – June 1979
LSATW (E) Stephen Tester - Dec 78 – June 1979
LCDR (P) John Brown - March – Sep 1979
POA Terry Crawley - April – Oct 1979
LSATA Glenn Taylor - July – Oct 1979

With thanks to the following sources and contributors:

Geoff Ledger, Geoff Vidal, Greg Edwards, Bill Huntriss, Mar-
tin Holland, Les Bould, The Sea Power Centre, Australia,
Wikipedia and the Australian War Memorial

Typesetting: Marcus Peake.
© Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia Dec 2022. Bedouin shelters (Martin Holland)

all-terrain vehicles, and as a Pinky (non tanned arrival),
I was given a taste of the landscape they drive over and
around. ‘Spectacular’ doesn’t give it the justice it
deserves, aside from being a very scary ride.
On the maintenance side, the procedure was still the
same, but the UH1H had long range fuel bladders fitted
in the quarter compartments and the FF had to stay
awake long enough to hear the call for “transfer fuel”
from the pilot. This meant I had to reach into the quarter
compartment and physically open a valve to gravity
feed the fuel from the bladder to the main fuel tank, and
THEN go to sleep!
Once the sortie was complete I would carry out all
inspections and secure the aircraft for the night on a
cold desert sand while the crew retired to the Finnish
hospitality, which was always top rate. The speciality
was to have a sauna with a Finnish sausage warming
on the sauna coals and copious amounts of beer to
wash it down…strictly observing 8 hours between
bottle and throttle, of course!!
The serviceability rates of the four aircraft were very
high and there weren’t too many serious problems
encountered. However, there was one occasion when
an aircraft had to make a rapid decent after an engine
failure, but with restricted resources and ingenuity a
change was effected in the desert and the aircraft flown
back to the airfield.
A lot of the flying throughout the desert was at low level
so it was nice to sit in the back andwatch the undulating
dunes pass by. A funny thing happened on one of these
sorties. We were passing through an area where
ground patrols were being conducted and as we came
across the top of a dune we noticed a jeep with it radio
whip antenna pass by underneath. A few days later a
pot of white paint turned up in the hangar with a note
attached, “please find attached one can of white paint
to paint your aircraft, and could you please return 30cm
of our radio antenna”!
Max Page arrived as the ENGO on the next Herc (I was
no longer a Pinky), so it was just like being back at
Fairbairn. Hewas a very good boss - he had to be to put
up with me! Max got heavily involved with the Israeli
engineers who also had UH1H Iroquois and I
remember him going to a lot of meetings in Tel Aviv for
on-going discussions about the abrasion rates on the
engine turbine blades caused by the desert sand.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I hope this article gives a snapshot into our
role with the RAAF supporting the UNEF II
campaign in the Middle East. I couldn’t
get to all the participants, however, I
feel we have given a good overview of
what the boys thought of their time
with the RAAF. I believe the Fleet Air
Arm element in each deployment
brought with it a different military aviation experience,
and enormous enthusiasm. Each FAA member
contributed with dedication and to a very high level of
professionalism, and I know our Air Force colleagues
appreciated this.
Our role with UNEF II on behalf of the Australian
Government had a significant part to play in bringing
Israel and Egypt to the table to discuss, and finally
ratify, a long-term peace deal in the Middle East. That
is testament today with those once warring nations
remain allies in the midst of a very unstable region.
Australia is a founding member of the United Nations
and has consistently supported the UN’s role in world
affairs since this time. Australia was an active partici-
pant at the 1945 San Francisco Conference, during
which the UN Charter was negotiated.
Australia has provided defence and security personnel
to 62 United Nations and other multilateral peace and
security operations since 1947. Our small Austair con-
tingent was proud to be one of the more successful op-
erations.
Only recently in Canberra on Anzac Parade at the
Australian Peacekeeper Memorial, a commemorative
service was held to recognise the participation of
thousands of Australian defence and security
personnel who served with the UN over the years. The
service also paid tribute to those who were killed whilst
serving the UN.
It was a great honour and privilege to represent the
Fleet Air Arm and serve our country with the United
Nations. ✈

Editor’s Note. If you missed Part 1 of this article you can find it on page 12 of last month’s ‘FlyBy’, available here.
Both parts will be posted on our website shortly, under the HERITAGE>Heritage Datasheets>Theatres menu.

ADF aircrew who are awarded their flying brevet generally get a small memento from their respective
Ex-Service Organisation which recognises their achievement. In the case of Navy it is a small ‘wings’
tie pin. So far about 100 FAA graduates have been recipients
Not much, you might say, but it carries enormous significance as it imparts a message of congratula-
tions, support and advice from a mentor who has gone before. It creates a powerful bond between the
new generation of aircrew and the old. It tells the graduate that people who set the foundations of
what they have embarked upon care, and are supportive. It passes on the baton.
The RAAF had a similar system but it has collapsed through lack of support. We don’t want to see the
Fleet Air Arm’s initiative follow suit because nobody cares. We are better than that.
We urgently need sponsors who are prepared to buy a set of sponsorship Wings (or a few). They cost
just $15.00 each. All you need to do is let us know you are interested, and we’ll advise how to pro-
ceed.
It’s easy, quite cheap, and trouble free. You won’t have to do anything other than put a little money on
the table. Click here to register your interest in supporting this worthwhile cause. ✈

Supporting those who
come after us

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/news-views/pilot-miniature-wings-lapel-pins/
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LAST MONTH’S
MYSTERY PHOTO

Last month we asked our readers to identify the aircraft shown in the above image, and
advise what it was designed for. We had three correct entries. The photo was for-
warded byGraeme Lunn.
Anyone who has seen images of WW2 aircraft
would know the distinctive shape of the Junkers
Ju87 dive bomber, otherwise known as the Stuka.
But wait, there’s something different! Yep, it has folding
wings!
The Stuka was developed in the pre-war years and first
flew in 1935. It made its combat debut two years later, flying
with the Luftwaffe Condor Legion in Spain. It then served in vari-
ous theatres throughout the entire second world war.
Although sturdy and capable of very accurate bombing, it was vulnera-
ble to fighter attack and required heavy escort whenever that threat ex-
isted.
The “C” variant, the subject of our Mystery Photo, was developed for opera- tions with the Kriegsmarine. Aside
from the folding wings this model carried a two-seat dinghy and flare gun, and flotation bags in the fuselage to
enable a ditched aircraft to remain afloat. It was tested for both deck landing and catapult operations, with some
further modifications required to accommodate the extra stresses those evolutions introduced.
The marine version was intended for Hitler’s aircraft carriers, both as a dive bomber and torpedo attack aircraft.
The first of these would have been theGraf Zepplin, the only German carrier to be built (although not completed).

Laid down in December 1936 and and launched four
years later, theGraf Zepplinwas, at least on paper, a

formidable warship; but she was beset with sta-
bility problems and structural weak-

nesses that dragged out
construction time. It was
not helped by Hitler’s intran-
sigence towards the vessel,

fuelled by what he saw as
Kriegsmarine failures such as

in the Battle of the Barents sea and the destruction of
the Bismarck.
Construction on the Graf Zepplin was finally halted in
1942 and she was scuttled in 1945 as the Red Army
advanced from the east. The half-submerged hull
was salvaged by the Russians, however, and disap-
peared behind the Iron Curtain before records from
the post cold-war era revealed she had been sunk in
weapons tests in 1947. The wreck was subsequently
discovered in 2006 in Polish waters in the Baltic Sea,
but it was never raised and remains on the sea bed.
You can see a video of her here.✈

Above. A schematic of what the Graf Zepplin would
have looked like had she been completed. Right.
The Graf Zepplin on her launching day in 1940. At
that stage she had no upper superstructure, but it
was added over the next two years until construction
was halted. Below right: Divers explore the wreck
of the Graf Zepplin off the coast of Poland, some 59
years after she had been sunk in Soviet weapons

tests. Although recognisable, she was in a
decrepit state and remains on the sea bed to
gradually rot away.✈

https://youtu.be/Uf3d8L879AE
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general Interest article
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A day at the Omaka Aviation Centre
reveals some surprising finds

Restored to its former glory, Mosquito
NZ2336 occupies pride of place in the “Dan-
gerous Skies” section of Omaka Aviation
Heritage Centre. The museum uses an in-
novative way to display its exhibits which
captures the imagination of everyone who
goes there. ✈
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Another John Smith gem in the collection is the P-40N
Kittyhawk “Gloria Lyons”. Built in November 1943, she
was used extensively in ground strike missions against
the Japanese in PNG. The airframe still bears the art-
work depicting the 2 1/2 kills and 55 strike missions the
plane flew, although the real number is probably closer
to 65.

After she finished her tour of duty in late ‘44, she was
flown back to New Zealand where she was repainted for
use as a training aircraft.

At the end of the War Gloria was sent to the Rukuhia
scrapyard. Her instruments, engine and cowlings were
melted down but her fuselage remained there as a
derelict hulk until purchased by John. He transported
the remaining parts in multiple trips to his farm in Mapua
where it remained for decades until his death in 2019.

Gloria’s component parts were taken to The Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre and
carefully reconstructed to the display shown in the main photo below. It is regarded
as one of the most famous surviving P40 in the world today.

Back in September 2020 (FlyBy 37) I re-
ported on the discovery of a rare cache of
warbirds in a shed in New Zealand. They

were part of a collection by the late John Smith.
He was dismayed at the wanton destruction of
military airframes after the war, so set out to save
a few from the wrecker’s axe.
His growing collection was stored in a shed on
his property in Mapua, a sleepy village on the
north coast. Still in drab wartime colours, some
intact and some in pieces, they gathered dust for
over 60 years until John’s death in August of
2019. Sorting through it would take another three
years and, although they had been gifted by the
Smith Family to the Omaka Aviation Heritage
Centre, just what would happen to them was not
clear.
I took the opportunity to visit this Centre in late
December of 2022, and was delighted to find
some of the beautifully restored birds in pride of
place - and not just parked on the floor as in so
many other aviation museums, but set in aston-
ishing dioramas to give them a rich visual con-
text.
Mosquito NZ2336 is a good example. On the
death of its owner it was placed on long term
loan with the Centre.
The first task for the Omaka team was to ex-
tract the aircraft from its custom-built shed, dis-
assemble its major components and truck
them 145km across the Richmond Ranges to
Omaka. With the help of many willing hands,
the meticulous and nerve-racking job of sepa-
rating the fuselage from the one-piece wing
was carried out successfully. By mid Septem-
ber 2020 all the components were safely relocated to Omaka.
The five concepts of the restoration team were to “Preserve, Conserve, Repair, Recreate and
Restore” in that order. Metal parts such as the spinners, nacelles and gear doors were prepared
and repainted, whilst major wooden structures were carefully repaired, replaced and refur-
bished.
A fresh exterior paint finish was applied to John’s degraded white house paint preservative, and
the original RAF camouflage colours hidden under that paint were used. The two Merlin en-
gines were found to be in such good condition that they were given a test run before being
re-installed into the airframe.
Throughout the refurbishment of the Mosquito there was the enduring principle that it wasn’t just
an inert object, but possessed a life. When the fuselage was reassembled the rudders and ele-
vators responded perfectly to control inputs and the wingtip navigation lights came to life. It is
intended to run the engines periodically as part of the maintenance program.
This Mosquito, refurbished on the outside and a time-capsule on the inside, will be telling her
story for a long time to come.

Top. NZ2336 at the end of its 64 year wait in John
Smith’s shed. Lower. The Omaka team mating the
repainted fuselage with the one-piece wing, three
years later.
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https://www.faaaa.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/FlyBy-37-Sept20-Final.pdf
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The Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre
Situated in the town of Blenheim in the southern island of
New Zealand, the OAHC is a world class destination for
any aviation enthusiast.
The displays are divided into two separate areas:
“Knights of the Air” features aircraft and people of the
first world war, whilst “Dangerous Skies” displays events
and aircraft of WW2.
Both areas employ a unique and astonishing way of pre-
senting their displays. Rather than just old aircraft
parked on the hangar floor, they are embedded in dark-
ened rooms with subtile lighting illuminating astonishing
dioramas depicting various situations in which particular
aircraft might have found themselves.
Some examples are shown on this page.

1 HUDSON NZ2049. Assigned to an RNZAF Squadron fighting in
Guadalcanal, this aircraft was attacked by three Japanese Zero
fighters which knocked out its top turret before concentrating their
attacks from astern. The captain moved to the astro-hatch to ob-
serve them whilst the copilot flew evasive manoeuvres under his
direction. The aircraft survived this and other actions and was re-
turned to NZ, before being bought by John Smith after the war.
The display imagines NZ2049 in a crash scene in the jungle, being
slowly overrun by ferns and creepers. In fact, a survey has sug-
gested the airframe could be returned to airworthy condition, which
gives an exciting option for the future.
2 The Death of the Red Baron. Brought down by a single bullet
fired by Australian Cedric Popkin, Baron Manfred von Richthofen
crashed into the mud close to an Aussie Gunnery Unit, where he
expired. This extraordinary diorama shows soldiers stripping his
body and his aircraft for souvenirs, including his distinctive fur-lined
overboots. Some items have since been recovered and are on dis-
play nearby.
3-5 WW1 Dioramas of Sir Peter Jackson’s personal collection,
brought to life by Wingnut films enhanced by lifelike mannequins
by Weta Workshop,

1

2

3 4
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Commander Hugh Clark was born in
Aberdeen in 1947 and followed his
brother into the Royal Navy at the age
of 22. Having completed a spell in
general Service he volunteered for the
Fleet Air Arm and rose to command
706 and 825 Squadrons. He retired
from the Navy in 1998 to captain luxury yachts in-
cluding one owned by a Saudi prince. He con-
tracted cancer, however, and died in April 2010 at
the young age of 62. ✈

Imagine if you can, March 1982, a chap who has justfinished a year of Royal Air Force Staff College
settling down to his new job as the Commanding

Officer of the RN Sea King training squadron.
I don't know why, but at the Clear Lower Deck I made
some pompous comment about us all belonging to a
Service where we could be asked to lay down our lives
for our country. I recall a couple of the more skeptical
Senior Rates looking at me and thinking "'Who is this
Guy??"
The Argentineans invaded, the Task Force was hastily
formed and sailed. Together with a large proportion of
the Fleet Air Arm I found myself left at home as the
ships set off to, we knew not what. By the end of April,
it became evident to the planners that an invasion
would have to go ahead. It was also evident that in the
inhospitable Falkland Island terrain, similar to the worst
Scottishmountain glen and coast, helicopters would be
at a premium.
On 1stMay I was quietly spending the weekend digging
my garden when the telephone rang. "Form a new
utility helicopter Squadron!" it said. "By the way, you
sail within a week".
Mission impossible? Not quite. We took about half of
706 Squadron consisting of ten aircraft, military
equipment culled from all over the UK, thirty aircrew
together with one hundred maintainers and started to

put the whole thing together on Monday 3 May (my
35th birthday). Our task was to be prepared to operate
ashore with the Royal Marines and Army as heavy-lift
and troop transport, initially we were told as "... the
garrison once all the action is over"(!) The difference in
operating philosophy was difficult to grasp. From a
team of blue-suited sailors trained and accustomed to
living in ships, we had to become camouflaged
'soldiers' prepared to live, eat, sleep, operate and even
fight in trenches and tents: Quasi ''Junglies"; the word
"Pinglies" came later.
The home logistic supply organisation was fantastic.
Within a very few days we had everything that we

SQUADRON
COMMAND
DURING THE
FALKLANDS

The (Fortunately)
Rare Experience of

a Helicopter
Squadron
Commander
During Active

Service

Lt Cdr Hugh Clark DSC RN

needed. Clothing, weapons, vehicles and equipment.
We didn't understand most of it, but we had it! We
commissioned 825 Squadron at Culdrose on 7 May
1982 with the motto 'Nihil obstat' - Latin was not my
best point at school - 'I see no snags' is how we
translated it.
After a couple of days frenetic activity our travel
arrangements became clear. The first wave of
thirty maintainers and support personnel, cooks
and stewards, would sail on 8 May in RFA
Engadine. The Squadron command team with two
aircraft would sail on 10 May together with 5 Infantry
Brigade in RMS Queen Elizabeth 2. The remainder of
aircrew, ground-crew and eight aircraft would sail on
14 May on SS Atlantic Causeway, sister ship to the ill-
fated Atlantic Conveyor.
On 8May I said au revoir to the first of my lads. My wife
and I were privileged to dance the ancient Furry Dance
that day through the centre of Helston. On Monday, I
embarked with my team in QE2 in Southampton
Water, conducting the first ever deck landing on the
newly fabricated flight deck with the paint still wet and
no sign of Ship Operating Envelopes.
The journey south would fill a book in its own right.
Suffice to say that from sailing to final landing at San
Carlos there was virtually non-stop military and
physical training for the whole of the embarked force all
conducted in the somewhat surreal atmosphere of a
luxury liner, wherein we never ran out of fine wine or
smoked salmon! There is a tremendous motivation to
do this sort of training when you know that someone is
shortly going to be shooting at you or bombing you.
The three elements of my Squadron went south
separately. Atlantic Causeway went straight to the
Falklands carrying out the fastest passage of any ship
in the Task Force. My aircraft were disembarking to
San Carlos fourteen days after leaving the United
Kingdom. QE2 went via the desolate and barren South
Georgia. There, in an amazing logistic exercise using

Top. A map of the Area of Operations. The Falkland Is-
lands, situated deep in the South Atlantic presented un-
precedented logistics problems for the British.
Below: An 825 Squadron Sea King disembarking troops
from the hastily prepared flight deck aboard the RMS
Queen Elizabeth. Britain commandeered a number of
merchant vessels for the campaign, including QE2
which would have been valued for its speed.

general Interest article
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In the Falklands, at latitude 51° South, the same
latitude as Birmingham is North, we could use about
ten hours of daylight at that time of the year, just
entering the Antarctic winter.
Our day began when the alarm clock went off about
two hours before dawn. Of interest we fought the war
in "Zulu" and this meant that dawn was not until about
1000 in the morning. Psychologically this seemed to
work well. Out of bed, tooth wash, clear up bedding,
square away the tents, and pack your sleeping bag.
Check your rifle and pistol and load up your webbing.
(We carried all our basic kit and bedding with us in the
aircraft in case of crash landing in unfriendly territory
and finding ourselves as survivors).
The next event was breakfast. 'Compo', tinned
sausages, beans, bacon-burgers and the like kept us
going for almost the whole six weeks we lived at San
Carlos. After breakfast, while the ground-crew were
preparing the aircraft in the dark and with no torches
because of the risk of air raid, the aircrew would collect
rations for the day and attend briefing. Rations were
normally packets of biscuits, boiled sweets, margarine
and perhaps jam; there was water to drink; chocolate if
you were lucky and towards the end of the campaign,
the odd apple appeared from the stores ships.
Briefings were delightfully vague. In our command tent
(my bedroom) we had anHF radio link to the command
ship HMS Fearless from where the Commodore
Amphibious Warfare staff tasked us. We would be
instructed to send, for example, four Sea Kings to
Goose Green to support 5 Brigade; three Sea Kings to
Estancia House to support 3 Commando Brigade; one
Sea King to move Rapier units at Teal Inlet and one
Sea King as the San Carlos Anchorage ferry.
When tasked wewould allocate crews to aircraft, hump
our packs on to our backs and set off to the gullies, up

trawlers and our two Sea Kings, the whole of 5 Brigade
was transferred from QE2 to Canberra and the ferry
Norland. Both of these ships were by this time
Veterans of 'Bomb Alley'.
During this transfer I briefly met Alan West who was
dealing with the aftermath of the sinking of his ship, an
event that made all of us realise the seriousness of the
enterprise on which we were engaged.
The final leg of the journey from South Georgia to San
Carlos was the most unsettling time for me. We were
merely passengers going into the invasion beach. I
was not in charge of my own fate, but conversely at
least had the responsibilities of command to occupy
my thoughts; such as considering the possibility of
deaths in action and encouraging people to make sure
they had made wills. I wrote a farewell letter to my
family. It was a great relief when thirty-six hours after
we had left South Georgia we could finally start up the
aircraft and fly ashore into a cold cheerless dawn
constantly at a high degree of Air Raid Warning.
After the initial fluster and confusion of getting the
Squadron re-assembled, we established our operating
base in a wet and windy field at San Carlos Settlement
next to Blue Beach 2, one of the prime invasion sites.
Accommodation was rudimentary, with everyone in
tents. Slit trenches provided cover from the frequent air
raids and a roaring petrol burner provided hot drink and
food - all from tins. There is no getting away from it, life
was bloody at first.
What did we do? The answer is - everything. Flying
was from dawn to dusk.
We did not have any of the night vision aids fitted to
some of the junglie aircraft and 'daylight only' was a
conscious decision to ensure safety and aircrew rest.

ASeaKingHT4 of 825 Squadron drops amembers of 42
Commando at Darwin, East Falkland. There was a
great shortage of helicopters not helped by the loss of
Sir Galahad, and 825 found itself flying from dawn to
dusk in support of operations, either by lifting troops or
supplies or by undertaking Medical Evacuations. Im-
age IWM.

to a mile away from camp, where the aircraft were
dispersed against air attack. Amazingly we never had
an aircraft fail to start even after being ignored all night.
Good old Westlands and Rolls Royce!
When we were away from San Carlos on tasking, most
of our flying was conducted at very low level, 'nap of
the earth' generally about 15-50 feet above the ground
at maximum speed and following the natural contours.
There are no national grid power lines to worry about in
the islands and this form of flying offers protection both
from fighter attack and ground fire. It
can be very exhilarating too! Most of
the work was good solid “lorrying" of
stores, ammunition guns, vehicles
and people forward to the front line.
Almost every shell used in the
bombardment was carried by
helicopter and every gun was put in
position by a Sea King. We carried
Paras, Royal Marines, Special
Forces, Chaplains, Doctors Islanders,
Prisoners of War, Journalists and even rice for the
Ghurkhas.
After leaving the camp in the morning the crew would
normally stay with the aircraft all day, often logging
over ten hours flying without respite. It was only
necessary to fill up with fuel at the various fuel dumps
and ships. We normally did not shut the aircraft down
and the pilots would take turns to stretch their legs at
the landing sites. Snacks were eaten on the move. If
we were lucky, while landing on ships for fuel or stores,
we would get a hot drink, normally passed to us by the
deck crew. From time to time we had more exciting
events and did several times come under enemy fire
while moving troops forward or re-supplying the guns,
but escaped with only a few minor bullet and shrapnel
holes in the aircraft! Th squadron even managed to
capture some Argentineans. I am not sure who was
more surprised.
The incident that sticks in my mind, and which caught
the public imagination, was the bombing of RFA Sir
Galahad and Sir Tristram. It was a clear, bright sunny
day. There was a fresh breeze and visibility was
exceptional. My tasking for the afternoon was to take a
survey party to assess the ground at Fitzroy Settlement
for the installation of a Harrier operating site. On the
way we had to drop off COMAWs Engineer Officer
Commander Mike Cudmore, at the site of a helicopter
wreck in the interior. Later we discovered this aircraft
had been the victim of a ‘Blue on Blue’ engagement.
After that small diversion, we shut the aircraft down in
the settlement on the village green overlooking
Pleasant Harbour. The two ships were at anchor about
five hundred yards apart. Sir Tristram appeared to
have stopped unloading and there was activity around
Sir Galahad. All appeared normal and I told the other
two members of my crew that we would be there for
about an hour, and that they should try to find a cup of
tea. It was just after lunch.
I had made my way to the 5 Brigade Headquarters,

situated in a barn overlooking the harbour, to get a
briefing on the tactical position and to search for tea. All
was quiet, and I was sitting on a crate chatting when
suddenly we heard the whistle of jets – very close! An
awful second later there was the crump of bombs and
everyone dived to the ground. After the initial surprise,
which was complete, I ran for cover away from the barn
and my aircraft, which I thought were possible targets
for the air raid. I hid under a bulldozer while a second
attack went through! After a moment we all emerged
from cover cautiously looking around. The Skyhawks

were disappearing low level to the
South and smoke was pouring from Sir
Galahad. Sir Tristram appeared
undamaged at this time. I could see a
couple of helicopters approaching fast
from the East. The next job was to get
my crew together, start the aircraft and
begin a rescue. It took us just under
five minutes to get on the scene, the
only time I have ever had to use the

“Emergency Start” switch to wind up a Sea King, by
which time three other Sea Kings and a Wessex were
starting work.
As I arrived, it was evident that the ship was badly hit.
The majority of survivors were assembling on the
forecastle or abandoning ship by boat and liferaft. At
the forward end they were clear of the smoke and
exploding ammunition. Down aft there were numbers
of men prevented from moving forward by the intense
heat. Some of them found liferafts and managed to
clear the ship in that way, but some had no alternative

❛It was evident that the
ship was badly hit. The
majority of survivors

were assembling on the
forecastle or abandoning
ship by boat or liferaft.❜
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actual flying was not too difficult. It looked
spectacular later on film, but even when close to
the ship I could see the waterline and the ship's
name to use as a hover reference. It was a bit
smoky in the cockpit with the re-circulated
downwash, but we were more worried about the
danger of exploding ammunition and indeed, of the
whole ship blowing up. There was a succession of
thumps and bangs deep in the bowels of the vessel
and a certain tightening of fundamental muscles
took place.
For that reason we also decided that it would take
too long to clear survivors out of all the life-rafts.
The quickest way to make sure that they were far
away from further danger was to use the rotor
downwash to blow the rafts clear towards the
shore. We winched out any seriously burned or
injured men from the rafts but then left the
remainder to fend for themselves. They were all
eventually towed ashore by boat.
Once the ship was clear of survivors, the rest of the
day was spent moving the injured from the first aid
post at Fitzroy back to the field hospital at Ajax Bay.
This took about thirty minutes flying time and was
a terrible journey for the injured.
There is a little you can do to ease suffering in the
back of a helicopter and the smell of burnt flesh
which permeated everything will remain with me
always.

That was not a typical day, but, as usual, with sunset
we arrived back at base.
After landing in the field to unload and refuel we would
usually take the aircraft away to the dispersed sites
and shut them down for the night. The ground crews
would work on them and the aircrew walk the mile or
so back to the camp through cordon of sentries and
password traps. Supper - the second hot meal of the
day followed. It was more tinned 'compo' with an
occasional fresh vegetable. As we came to know the
manager of the local settlement we even managed the
odd bullock, sheep or Upland Goose, the somewhat
stringy local bird! Butchery was simple but effective,
although you had to remember to walk the animal
close to the galley before dispatching it!
Then it was settle down in the tent for the night with
perhaps a small glass (plastic cup) of medicinal whisky
or can of beer. Amazingly, drink supplies never dried
up, often the crews would replenish the odd crate of
beer or bottle from one of the ships during loading or
refueling. Sometimes we could get BBCWorld Service
on the HF receiver, then sleep - for about half an hour
if you were lucky - then - whistles blowing and shouts
of "Air raid warning Red - Stand To!". Out of bed, grab
your weapon and into the trench for an hour or so
before "Air raid warning Yellow". Back to bed - and so
on.
About the time of the Sir Galahad affair, all the principal
fighting units had moved forward and we were able to

but to jump overboard. Few of these had time to find
lifejackets or survival suits, and thus were in a bad way
through burn shock followed by the hypothermia
caused by cold water. Some were staying afloat by
hanging on to empty gallon plastic bottles.
It was obvious that there were enough helicopters
moving survivors from the foredeck which was
restricted in size. I decided to concentrate on the small
numbers of people aft and in the water astern of the
ship. I don't remember how many we actually picked
up but we did make sure that the area was clear. The

Above. British Royal Marines practise fast roping
from a Sea King helicopter. Below. Like any war, the
media influenced public opinion. Even by its banner
headline ‘Newsweek’ put a positive spin on Britain’s
actions, whilst an Argentinean magazine was even
less subtle, declaring “We Are Winning”.

loosening of side-arms in holsters, and some forceful
Nautical briefing along the lines that "When you are
on an island and the weather is foul over the top, why
don't you Crabs try flying to the sea and following the
coast round till you come to Port Stanley?" ... We got
there! After a couple of days we were moved north to
Ascension Island by RAF Hercules, VC10 onward to
RAF Brize Norton and an amazing welcome from the
completely unexpected crowd of families and well-
wishers. Then home to Cornwall.
The whole of 825 Naval Air Squadron arrived back in
the UK before the first of August. We took leave,
cleaned up the aircraft and I disbanded the squadron
on 17 September 1982, just a few short months after
the commissioning ceremony. Job done, no aircraft
losses, no casualties.
I was privileged to lead a fine team of men. When I
had the honour to go to Buckingham Palace with my
family, it was as a representative of this team.My only
regret is that they could not all be there to share it.
At the disbanding dinner that Clear Lower Deck of
706 Squadron only a few eventful months before
came back to haunt me - my Senior Maintenance
Rating and a couple of the watch Chiefs buttonholed
me in the early hours of the morning and gave me a
good deal of stick over my joining speech. "You know
Boss, ·we thought you must be a bit of a prat giving
us all that bull about dying for our country when you
joined - but you know, you were right!"
Now - imagine if you can a chap twenty five years on,
semi-retired " ... anything you might have for the
Dartmouth term year book?"✈
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take over the barns and more permanent buildings in
our immediate settlement area. At last we had a roof
over our heads. The aircrew were fortunate to be the
guests of the settlement manager and his family. Pat
and Isobel Short together with their children were what
it was all about. Any doubts I may have had about the
whole affair were dispelled when I saw what liberation
from invasion meant to people such as these and their
children.
After the cease fire we remained based at San Carlos
while some of the other squadrons and units moved
forward to Stanley. We became the Islands' taxi
service, as before, moving everything, only in a more
ordered fashion. We were also able to take some time
off and have showers in the ships at anchor. West
Falklands was now included on the "bus route" and we
continued to serve in this role until mid-July when we
were told it was time to come home. By this time the
snow was thick on the ground and we were ready and
willing to leave.
The 10 aircraft (plus a captured Argentine UH 1 H
"Huey" squadron runabout helicopter) were loaded
with the maintainers onboard our old friend Atlantic
Causeway and set off north. The aircrew were left
standing in the field at San Carlos trying to hitch a lift
from one of the newly arrived RAF Chinooks.
Eventually one turned up.
After we got in, the Captain turned to my Senior Pilot
who was at the front and muttered something about
"Cloud and weather on the way to Stanley ... " and
"Crew Duty Time ... ". I think he was inferring that they
were not going to take us that day. My memory has
faded a little on this issue, but I think I remember the
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Subscription Payment for
Members

Did you know you can pay for future years of
membership in advance (except ACT Division)?
This will protect you from future price increases,
and will save you from the chore of renewing
each year.
Simply make your payment a multiple of
however many years you wish to sign up for: e.g.
for a NSW Slipstream ‘Softcopy’ recipient, one
year = $30, two years = $60.00 and so on.

NSW DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$40.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –
$30.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 637 000
Account: 7168 19 388
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA NSW Division, PO
Box 28, NOWRA 2541. Ensure you put your full name
on the back!

ACT DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$36.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –
$24.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 032 719
Account: 374 093.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The President FAAAAAct Division, 41
Noarlunga Crescent, BONYTHON 2905. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

SA DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -
$49.00. If you receive Electronic Slipstream – $37.00
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 065 118
Account: 009 05 668.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA SA Division, 6
Somerset Avenue, CUMBERLAND PARK, SA 5041.
Ensure you put your full name on the back!

VIC DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$45.00.
Associate Members - $10.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 083 961
Account: 3108 23 774.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA VIC Division, PO Box
2179 RMH Post Office, PARKVILLE 3050. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

WA DIVISION has declined to publish its payment
details. If you have any queries please contact the
Secretary, Keith Taylor.

For the price of a couple of
pints...

You can have a whole year as a member
of the Fleet Air Arm Association of

Australia and:
• Get 12 editions of “FlyBy” magazine*
• Get four editions of “Slipstream” magazine*
• Receive additional advice about news of interest.
• Be part of the FAA veteran community, and
• Help the Association help others.
If you are already a member, please help by paying your 2023 subscription now, as it
is overdue. Simply make your payment as per the advice on the next page.
If you are not a member yet, click
here to apply. ✈
*For as long as we have volunteer editors

If you need some advice/
help

You can make a payment as per the
instructions on this page but if you need
some help, contact the webmaster here.
We are very aware of the ongoing increase
in the cost of living, so if you would prefer
to pay in six-monthly instalments, let us
know and we will see what can be done.

CAN ANYONE HELP?
The webmaster has received a letter from someone in the USA
asking for information on the photo below. It is of his grandfather,
the late LtCdr Gates USN, pictured with Tracker 843 (153598)
together with his beloved vintage 1942 Willy’s Pickup.
The correspondent is asking if anyone can date the photo and
give a location.
Tracker 843 was built in the US in 1966/67 and shipped here on
HMAS Melbourne in late ‘67. It was subsequently damaged in
the “H’ hangar fire.
As far as I know that Tracker never went back to the US in any
operational capacity (correct me if I’m wrong), so, assuming the
photo was taken in the States, that would date it around ‘67.
Could be in San Diego? Anyone recognise the hangar?
Any thoughts, please email the webmaster here.

Postscript...

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/about/join-the-fleet-air-arm-association-of-australia/
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com

